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INTRODUCTION

Joule-Thomison (J] ) coolers have been designed to meet the needs of a wide varietv of
cryogenric refrigeration application... They have been utilized mostly for their attributes as lov%
cost, rinimature, portable, reliable and fast cooldow-n open-cycle refrigerators [ hey havt.; been
manufactured in a v-alrety of forms with single or multiplec stages ot' refrigeration and capable of-
operating With vw ioUs i efi-igerawits 2 They aice also made available with and w,-titout self-contained
flow control mechanisms Fixed orifice iT coolers that do not contain a mechanism to varv the

* ~ ~ . - M"~**~, at a~. a1:1611j& UL IMI att. V%11%;11 Uic zwppiy ple-SbuiC lb

highi. They are good for fast cooldown applications but are inefficient for steady-state operation
Demand flow JT coolers that do contain a flow control miechanism adjust the refrigeration rate
ac-cording oc thle heat load over a wide Tarige of supply pressures and amibient terinperarures in
order to conserve refrigerant. Dual-orilice il coolets are a combination of tixed orifice and
demand flow types for use in special apphications.3

Various refrigerant flow control miechanisms of the type adapta-ble for use 'With )T coolers
rnc!ude hi-mietallic riiechanisms.4 ga:i-charged bellows rnechanisnis,.5*"- and bi-inaterial
miecharilsms. 8 These flow.k control mechanisms are typically adutdto recspond in cori-klanon witi,
thle. temperature of the retiirwerarn at or near thle cold end of the Y1 cooler or with the tenliperature
gradient in the heat exchianrger T hese flow control mechanisms can usually be adju'isted to provide
a small excess of refrigeration, if-desired, to assure a continual presence of liquid refirigerant at ! ie
cold :mld.

The hieat that is t. ansferred from the flow control mechanism to the colder refriger ant and1

heat ~ exhge duig ;;ooldown caubes thle flow control niechan's~n to either expand or contract
This temlperatUre-indcimed miovement is employed to operate a \,dilvC to -educe or throttle thle flo-,
of'rrftirzerant as the terri;e!atmec surrounlding the tlow- control mechanism ap~proacines a dlesired
cold end operating tempeiaturec Aflen. achieving th,, desired opciating leruperature, the samre
temperature sensitive movement is employed to regulate li~c flow of ref iimzerant in or del to
stabilize the cold enld operating templIerature under conditions ot var\ ng rctligerant supply-
pressure anibient temper attire, and ;ieal load
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To date, demand flow JT coolers have predominantly used gas-charged metallic bellowks
mechanisms In pursuit of a simpler, smaller, less expensive and mole reliable device, the hi-
material demand flow control mechanism has been developed

MECHANICAL DESIGN( COMPARISON

Gas-charged bellows demand flow control mechanisms are typically an assembly of a
cylindrical bellows that is sealed at both ends and pressurized with a gas. One end of the assembly
is fixed at some location relative to the IT cooler heat exchanger. The free end of the assembly is
connected to a variable flow valve The gas pressure in the bellows increases or decreases as the
bellows is heated or cooled, which causes the bellows to expand or contract relative to the fixed
end and to open or restrict the flow valve The bellows temperature may be reduced to the point
where the charge gas liquefies, depending on the refrigerant and operating conditions. The
bellows is typically made of metal to contain the charge gas, and it is typically fabricated by an
electroplated or electroformed method. The characteristics of the bellows are similar to a coil
spring, such that its length, diameter, wall thickness, number of active convolutions and elastic
modulus determine its spring rate. The charge gas and initial pressure are chosep for the desired
operating temperature, and for the desired pressure and length bellows respc-ise (dP/dL arid

-3/dT). Typical response values tbr the miniature bellows used by APD Cryogenics are dP/dL- or' " -* -- - -. J - .
"5-20 OPairm C 300 K and dildT = 2-2.5 .... " K witmarict av ai,•,ab,, .. .atu tion_L , k,,U, V rýV VL d M a Q1A - - 1

force of 1-4 N. The flow valve is sized for the dsired flow range and can be of various designs
(e.g. a moveable needle point over a fixed circular orifice). The valve is typically adjustable for
setting the initial flow rate. Typical miniature JT coolers have orifices or nozzles with diameters of
50-350 lim and flow rates of 1-10 std L/min (with N2 @ 21 C and 6.9 MPa AP, referred to as Co
as an APD Cryogenics standard). All these variables plus the assembly's coefficient of thermal
expansion, its natural frequency as a spring-mass system, and its location relative to the heat
exchanger's tenmperature gradient determine the response, sensitivity and hysteresis of this type of
flow control mechanism. Gas-charged bellows are complex to design and manufacture, requiring
lengthy empirical development, and therefor are a very long lead item when considering new
product development or custom adaptations.

Bi-material demand flow control mechanisms are typically an assembly of a simply
machined cylindrical rod 8 Similar to the gas-charg.ed bellows, one end of the rod is fixed at some
location relative to the JT1 cooler's heat exchanger while the frie end is connected to a variable
flow valve. As the rod (i e, the actuator) is heated or cooled, it either expands or contracts
relative to the fixed end, and the flow valve is either opened or restricted 1 he material for the rod
is chosen primarily for its thermal expansion characteristics relative to the thermal expansion
characteiistics between the intended anchor point with the heat exchanger and the variable flow
valve. Any combination of materials can be used to provide the dil'eicential thermal cxpansion fbl
a given temperature change Since niany plastics have higher coefficients of thermal expansion
relative to metallics or ceramics, the best available combinations exist with them Typical
miniature bi-inaterial mechanisms have a differential cxpan!;ion of -" 50( LilmV in K) overi ihc
temperaiturc range of 80-300 K Choosing material coWlbinations tihat ipovidus thre naxi mumr
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relati\e d1_/dT will then minimize the actuatoi's length Presently, a typical high dL/dT value
would be 1-1.5 imJK 6 100 K Although the low temperature sensitivity of the bi-matenial
mechanism is less than that of the gas-charged bellows, the 300-80 K dL/dT response is similar.
Additionall' the hi-material actuator has an essentially intinite spring rate compared to the gas-
charged b" ms, and it can provide a valve actuation force several times greater than the gas-
charged L~llows The adequate response and the lack of a gas charging fitting have allowed bi-
material mechanisms to be made smaller than gas-charged bellows mechanisms. Because of the
obvious simplicity of this design, having few variables, bi-material mechanisms are more quickly
adapted to new products or custom applications.

Demand flow control mechanisms can be installed in JT coolers having various heat
exchangers, such as the more prevalent finned tube heat exchanger9 or a matrix tube heat
exchanger. 11 APD Cryogenics has manufactured miniature demand flow .IT coolers in sizes down
to 0 5 mm x 23 mm long. Presently with bi-material control mechanisms, the lower limit on
demand flow cooler size is estimated to be less than 0 3 mm x 15 nmn long depending on the
application However, it must be remembe. ed that shorter heat exchangers are alsi less efficient
because of higher end-to-end heat conduction losses. Figure I displays the geometric comparison
of gas-charged bellows and bi-material flow control mechanisms for a typical finned tube heat
exchanger demand flow JT cooler. The photo inset displays the same with a 0 9.52 mm x 37 5
mm lTno IT cnniltr to•i(' fni r n tv-ni'rl infr'r-r•Pd drl t-Ptct'r r'lnrt 2nnlotinn

CRYOGENIC PE-RFORMANCE COMPARISON

The cooldown performance of a demand flow JT cooler is determined by the heat
exchanger efficiency, pressure drop, supply pressure, ambient temperature, orifice size, by the
thernal load of itself and the load io be cooled, and by the throttle response of the flow control
mechanism. A .IT cooler operating with nitrogen typically contributes - 50 % of the heat
exchanger (i.e. the colder half) to the total thermal load. For the smallest demand flow coolers,
the flow control mechanism typically doubles the contributed amount of thermal load. The throttle
response of the flow control mechanism will effect the rate at which the flew is reduced in
proportion to the load being cooled. The heat transfer from the flow control mechanism, both
longitudinal and radial, and the thermal diflusivity are important factors in controlling the throttle
response. For instance, a metallic bellows would respond faster than a plastic hi-material actuator
As the flow is throttled, the pressure drop across the exhaust side of the hea! exchanger is
reduced which reduces the saturation tempeiature of the liquid refrigerant at the cold end The
flow is continually throttled unti! the net refi igeration capacity is in some proportion with the
steady-state heat load "The primary concern with any flow control mechanism is its balance
between throttle sensitivity, or the ability to delay throttle, and stability aficl throttling After
throttiing, the reriaining transient cooldown of the load is governed by the iates of diflusion of
heat flowing into thc cold end from various parts of the load's assembly I lence, a demand tlow Jl
cooler can establish a stable liquid retiigerant temperatur e, but the !had may hot reach steady-
state teliperature until severa;l seconds latmi
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B1-material controlled demand flow J rcoolers have been made to provide identical

cooldown performances compared to gas-charged metallic bellows controlled coolers at ambient

temperatures from -40 C to 71 C. Pcrformance with various refrigerants was also similar. If
demand flow J1 coolers are initially set to provide a minimum after-th: ottle flow rate with a given
refrigerant, then they will usually provide a higher after-throttle flow rate when opciated with a
warmer boiling point refrigzerant (and vice versa, a lower flow with a colder boiling point
refrigerant) This effect can be worse with a gas-charged bellows mechanism, depending on the
intended refrigerants and the chosen bellows charge gas.

After cooldown, the steady-state gas consumption and temperature stability of a demand
flow JT cooler are determined by the heat exchanger efficiency, pressure drop, the internal heat

,. ,c .. ,ond',tior. from the warm end hv the cnd,,',.. , •. ......, and radiaa iheat lossts
entering the device being cooled, and by the response of the flow control mechanism to changes in
refrigerant supply pressure and cold end temperature The major performance differences between
bi-material and gas-charged bellows flow control mechanisms have been observed during steady-
state operation.

Gas-charged bellows controlled demand flow JT coolers have a flow control hysteresis that
is inverý,Ay proportional with the refrigerant supply pressure This is partly due to a non-linear
UIL I %A A bcLU 0'VS I-s 01.s li;t'ic LII ~ gc gas0 503 in U' IM*,L~ liqU*&) **3A.A .**-Cflovvs.I t is p_- du- tc;t

the bellows spring rate that allows deflections and oscillations from refrigerant supply pressure
and flow forces acting on the flow valve which is connected to the free end of the bellows
assembly. It is also due to arn imbalanced dP/dL response resulting from variations in the exhaust
pressure via variations in the flow rate or local ambient pressure. As a result, these coolers
typically exhibit some flow instability, increasing with decreasing supply pressure. The flow
instability directly affects the cold end temperature stability and wastes refrigerant. These coolers
can also exhibit a cyclic control behavior, basically on-off flow control. This is adjustable primarily
bv the initial flow setting of the variable flow vale. On-off flow control extends the steady-state
operating time from a given quantity of refrigerant at the expense of temperature stability, and it
increases the susceptibility of the flow valve to clogging from contaminants in the refrigerant
during the "ofl" period. On-off flow control typically produces cold end temperature cycles of I-
10 K @ 0.05-0.5 Hz. Tlo obtain a more proportional flow control, the many variables previously
discussed must be balanced. Proportional flow control thus improves temperature stability and
reduces the susceptibility to clogging by providing a higher average flow rate at the expense of
more refrigerant consumption I I

Bi-material contiolled demand flow Ji coolers typically exhibit better proportional flow
control stability, and thus better cold end temperature sta'ility, than gas-chaiged bellows
controlled coolers. Temperature stability has been achieved within 0.5 K with < 0. 1 K peak-to-
peak variations C I liz -! kllz for extended periods. '1 he more stable flow control also reduces
refrigerant consumption, thus ex:tending the -teady-state operating time from a given quantity of
refrigerant, without conipromising temperature stability or increasing the susceptibility to
clogging from "ontaminants in thi refrigerant The improved flow stability is attributed to the bi-

gean I I-t ý,at

niatenial ici-,n Is dif .idl response, and its higher stifliess and net valve actu(tIi ili to;cc I ,.-
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makes it less sensitve to tctitperaturc ;,aria.ons at the celd end, flow, aberration: at the valve, or
supply and exhaust pressure variations. The noticeably reduced suscertibility to cioggirig for bi-
material controlled coolers is also attributed to the flow stability. However, when these coolers
clog wvith excessive contamination they typically warr up to a higher temperature belbrc
recovering than do gas-charged bellows controlled cooler s.

Figure 2 displays some of the best performancc seen with both bi-niaterial and gas-charged
bellows controlled demand flow JT coolers. It plots the temperature stability of the center of a
silicon disk epoxy bonded to an alumina substrate that is brazed to the cold end of a titanium alloy
dewar bore. The coolers were both 0 9.52 mm x 37.5 mm long, PC3 is a bi-material controlled
unit, and BFC6 is a gas-charged bellows controlled unit. The tests were coiciucied at 21 C with
nitlogen in a blowdown mode from a fixed 0 1 L volume initially pressurized to 40 MPa. The
total cooldown load, Q (de%%ar + cooler) was _300 J, and the total steady-state heat loss, Q' (dcxar
+ cooler) was _- 0.29 W. The upper two traces compare the entire test run of each cooler. The
lower two traces display the first 100-300 s of the same tests at a higher resolution Data was
collected at a higher sample rate for the firzt 300 s and at a -educed sample rate thereafter hecause
of limited computer memory. The characteristics of the higher sample rate data should be
envisioned as being superimposed over the lower sample rate data for tile entire test Note the
differences in the throttle response during the cooldown phase, and the stabiliy near the end of
each lest Also, note the generallv decreasing temperature as the test proceeds after cooldown. As
the nitrogen supply pressure decreases from the fixed 0.1 L volume, the refiigeration capacity
decreases, reducing the liquid fraction in the JT process. The flow control mechanism then senses
a slight warming in the heat exhanger and responds by increasing the flow rate. Therefor, the
decreasing temperature is not due to a decreasing flow and exhaust pressure, it is 'iue to an
increasing coefficient of heat transfer in the liquid nitrogen.

RELIABILITY COMPARISON

Overall reliability with these types of mechanisms and JT coolers is typically related to
maintaining manufacturing tolerances and assembly techniques at the highest possible quality
level. The sensitivity of these devices to damage and contamination is naturally increased by their
miniature size.

The obvious reliability concern with gas-charged metallic bellows demand flow control
mechanisms is leakage of the charge gas. A total assembly leak rate of-- I std pLis of helium is
necessary for a multi-year lifeý This problem can be well controlled by the use of porosity-free
metallic beliows, proper sealing techniques, and appropriate solder and braze alloys Long-term
failures due to possible fatigue, creep, or mici o-crack propagation have been studied during cyclic
tlienna' fatigue tests Several batches of different gas-charged bellowvs assemblies were cycled
10000 times per batch Each cycle consisted of 20 s in liquid nitrogen, 40 s wann-up, 20 s in 90 C
distilled water, and 40 s cooldown A special machine was construjctcd for these tests, entitled the
Bellows; Aging !ester, which is now a slandard rnanufacturinL, test at APD ,'rvogerics Tlie
results showved the ftllowini tailure rate for variously assembled uas-clhalged bellovs • htilul e,
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(q, 0-o00 cycles, < S o % 0 0- i 7 k cvcles,- 5 o additional (a 1 7-o 7 k cycles, and 15 %
additional @ 6 7-10 k cycles 1i c. < 25 °0 total atilure s over 10 k cycles) Failures due to gIas loss
were typically at joints and attributed to fatiyue f'ihltre of the bond The other major failure was
the bellows itself becomine diiorted (tilted, curved, or nvisted) l)istoiion was attributed to
fabrication stresses in the bellows being relieved

Bi-material demand flow control mechanisms have essentially no mechanical failure modes,
provided the assembly employs proper fastening techniques. No mechanical failures were reveaied
with a batch of assemblies during a 10 k cycle thermal fatigue test (-; nain t 77 K, 1 min warm-
up, 4 mrin c 70 C, 1 min cooldown) Other reliability concerns with bi-material mechanisms are
primarily associated with the properties of the materials chosen. For instance, the use of certain

plastics raises concern for possible failures due to exposure to excessively high temperature or
humidity. Tests have been conducted on bi-material mechanisms that utilize thermoplastic
pO.I.,,e1S with low melting temperatures and low moisture absorption rates. Over the extreme
temperature range of-5! C to 71 C per Mil-Std-810 there were no failurs nor changes in
operating performance after either short-term or long-term exposure. Exposure to higher
temperatures of 80-110 C also did not cause mechanical failure, but did cause the operating
performance to become inconsistent. In all cases the average flow rate after throttling increased.
Therefor, the present temperature limit for these hi-material control mechanisms has been set @

C.. .posu to hum.idity ..tre'nes X 0 % relative humidilty did not c.use any mechanica;
failures, but did cause inconsistent operation Specifically, dry assemblies (vacuum baked tor
several weeks < < 3 kPa and 70 C) were exposed to 100 % relative humidity for 5-19 days. This
caused only a 2-4 % Ahange in throttle response Again, in all cases the average flow rate after
th.rott!ing iý-,c,.ased To keep this issue in perspective one must remember that > 2 ppmv of water
vapor is enough to cause a typical miniature demand flow JIT cooler to malfunction. I Therefore,
exposure to himid:ty is nIot desirable for any JT cooler.

SUMMARY

hi-material flow control mechanisms have been developed to a level that offers an
alternative to the more prevalent gas-charged bellows mechanisms for demand flow JT cooler
applications. The bi-material mechanism reduces the complexities of product development and
manutacturing tor diverse customer applications It allows for the desigui or sitnallci demand flow
JT coolers It has been shown to provide improved flow and temperature stability for better
iefrigerant utilization, and it improves the cooler's mechanical ieliabilit'
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